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1) Introduction  

This paper discusses the English and German media coverage of the Abū Fānā attacks of May 

31,2008 and their aftermath. It focuses on the period between the August1 7, 2008 and January 

14, 2009, thus tying in with Susanne Huber's Paper “Coptic activist and media reporting about 

the tensions related to the Monastery of Abū Fānā ” [AWR 2008, week  40, art. 2]. All media 

analyzed for this paper can been found on the world wide web including interactive web2.0 

platforms such as blogs and social network services. 

 

1.1) Summary of Susanne Huber's Paper 

 

Susanne Huber provided an overview of media reporting about the tensions following the 

clashes at the Monastery of Abū Fānā on May 31, 2008. The research concerned both Coptic 

activist as well as Western media reporting in the period June 1 – August 12, 2008. Coptic 

activist reporting focused primarily on the clashes as an indication that Muslims [again] 

attacked Christians, in particular major symbols such as a monastery and monks. Western 

media did so as well but gave somewhat more attention to the land conflict that triggered the 

clashes. This is in general a biased portrayal of the tensions. The religious dimension of the 

clashes should not be neglected but nor should non-religious factors that played a major role in 

triggering these clashes. 

 

 

1.2) Method 

A search of the Internet resulted in 99 articles relating to the Abū Fānā crisis between August 7 

2008 and January 14 2009, no articles were found in the last two weeks of January 2009. The 

search was mainly based on the search engine Google, a Yahoo – alert on Abū Fanā , English 

and German2 Coptic and Copt-friendly websites3 and English websites of Egyptian 

                                                 
1 This paper only analyzes the articles in the period of August 7 -12, 2008 that have not been dealt with by Susanne Huber 

previously.  
2 The websites of the German Coptic communities in Berlin, Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Munich, Hannover and Hoexter do not 

mention the Abū Fānā crisis, most of them do not have a news archive, or the latest entries date back to 2001. 
3 Coptic Canadian Association, Copts-United, Coptic Assembly of America, Coptic News and Archive, Copts4freedom, 



newspapers. The articles in Arab-West Report about the tensions related to the Abū Fanā 

Monastery where not examined in particular, as dealing with these extra 50 articles would have  

gone beyond the scope of this paper,  however they still serve as references.  

Firstly, the media was categorized into Egyptian articles, foreign English articles, foreign 

German articles and English articles on Coptic websites, mainly from the United Kingdom, the 

United States and Canada. All articles were carefully examined based on a list of questions: 

1.) What type of media published it? 

2.) When was it published? 

3.) What are the sources? 

4.) What is known about the authors, are they Christian or Muslim? 

5.) Whose opinions are presented, which people are quoted in the article? 

6.) Classification of the main core of the article, divided into those which a) mainly discuss 

the developments of the customary reconciliation negotiations b) refer to Abū Fānā as an 

example of sectarian tensions in Egypt mainly or c) mainly relate to the accusations 

made against Rifcat Fawzī Abdū and his brother Ibrāhīm and their imprisonment.  

7.) Classification: a) Abū Fānā contextualized as a sectarian problem, either as a result of 

direct statements by the author or through quotations, by denying the significance of the 

land-dispute or presenting it as a side-effect. b) Abū Fānā contextualized as a problem 

over land, including the denial of sectarian tensions. The possibility is not ruled out, that 

several articles can be classified under 7a) and 7b). 

8.) References to the police and security state intelligence. 

9.) References to the developments of the customary reconciliation negotiations, concerning 

the land dispute and the criminal aspects of the attack.  

10.)  References to violence during the attack, specified in violence against Coptic 

monks and violence against Arab villagers. 

11.)  References to media reporting.  

12.)  Vaguely sourced claims. 

13.)  Misleading terms.  

                                                                                                                                                                        
The Voice of the Copts, Christian Copts of California, Australian Coptic Association, The International Coptic 
Federation, The Free Copts, UK Copts, United Copts of Great Britain, U.S. Copts Association,  



After the articles were set into context all results were transferred to a data sheet giving an 

overview of how the articles of each category were classified. This paper is based on the 

findings of the data sheet concerning the number of articles, the categorization concerning the 

contents of the articles and the conclusions that can be deduced from these findings.  

 

1.3) Media to be analyzed. 

 

English Egyptian Media 39 articles out of 99. 

Six media sources 

 

Al-Ahram Weekly, semi-governmental; seven articles out of 39: 

August 21 – 27, 2008, Issue No. 911, “Settlement and Separation” by Jamāl Nkrumah. 

September 18 – 24, 2008, Issue No. 915, “Agreements falter” by Rīm Leila. 

September 25 – October 5, 2008, Issue No. 916, “A mixed bag” by Muhammad al-Sayyid. 

October 23 – 28, 2008, Issue No. 919, “The capable Pope” by Sāmih Fawzī. 

January 1 – 6, 2009, Issue No. 928, “Accidents the Norm” by Rīm Leila. 

January 1 – 6, 2009, Issue No. 928 “Endorsement of Violence” by Dina Rashīd. 

January 8 – 14, 2009, Issue No. 929 “Blessed be the people of Egypt” by Dina Ezzat. 

 

Al-Misrī Al-Yawm, independent daily, 20 out of 394:  

 

August 

13, 'Pope Agrees to Resume Negotiations over Abū Fānā; Archbishop Renews Accusation to 

Governor of Wasting Rights of Monastery', by cAmr Bayyūmī, Theresa Kamāl and Sayyid 

Nāfic. 

15, 'Pope Shenouda cancels press conference on Abū Fānā', by cAmr Bayyūmī, Theresa Kamāl 

and Sayyid Nāfic. 

16, 'Mallawi Archbishop pleads to Mubārak; Traffic Police seized 'a driller' en route to Abū 

Fānā', by cAmr Bayyūmī, Theresa Kamāl and Sayyid Nāfic. 
                                                 
4  This is an Egyptian daily newspaper but translations by el-Torjoman International can be found through a Google 

search. 



18, 'Abū Fānā Locals: Ad Hoc Committee Announced the Problem Was Solved Only to Be in 

the Spotlight' by Sayyid Nāfic. 

19, 'Pope Shenouda prohibits Escalating Statements on Abū Fanā; His secretary sends decision 

via SMS', by cAmr Bayyūmī, Theresa Kamāl and Sayyid Nāfic. 

21, 'Abū Fānā committee winds up activities without Disagreement.', by Sayyid Nāfic. 

30, 'New Notification from Abū Fānā Monks, Diocese Calls for Donations to Re-Build Wall', 

by Amr Bayyūmi. 

 

   

September  

2, 'Mallawi Diocese Demands Abū Fanā Wall To Be Four Meters High', by cAmr Bayyūmī, 

Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa Kamāl. 

6, 'Expatriate Copts denounce Egypt to International Organizations because of Abū Fānā 

Monastery', author unknown. 

11, 'Mallawi Archbishopric Refuses to Attend Reconciliation Ceremony Of Abū Fanā 

Monastery Crisis' by cAmr Bayyūmī, Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa Kamāl. 

13, 'Mallawi Diocese to Accept Conciliation in Abu Fana Case', by cAmr Bayyūmī and Theresa 

Kamāl. 

14, 'Abū Fānā Bedouins reject reconciliation with monks', by Sayyid Nāfic. 

15, 'Abū Fānā reconciliation Agreement reworded', by Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa Kamāl. 

16, 'Coptic figure warns against setback in Abū Fānā crisis', by Sayyid Nāfic. 

 

October  

4, 'Egyptians against religious discrimination Criticize Abū Fānā Reconciliation', by Charles 

Fouad. 

6, 'Sectarian Crisis Contained at Qina' by Amr Bayyūmi, Sayyid Nāfic, Theresa Kamāl and 

Muhammad al-Samkūri. 

14, 'Abū Fānā Monastery Customary Conciliation Commission Resumes Negotiations' by 

Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa Kamāl. 

20, 'Church Hot Welcomes Pope Shenouda's Return today', by cAmr Bayyūmī. 



25, 'Labib refers “Abū Fānā” and “Wafaa Constantine” Issues to the Pope', by Sayyid Nāfic.  

27, 'Pope Shenouda: 12 Million Christians in Egypt, but these are the church's own figures', by 
cAmr Bayyūmī and Rajab Ramadan. 

 

Daily News Egypt, two articles out of 39: 

August  

14, 'The Repercussions of the Abū Fānā crisis', by Sāmih Fawzī. 

 

October  

30, 'Pope Shenouda: Representative of Egypt's Copts', by Sāmih Fawzī. 

 

Egypt Today, one article out of 39: 

December 2008, 'Symbolic Victories' by Ethar Al-Katatney. 

 

Middle Eastern Times, one article out of 39: 

December 8, 'Egypt's Rights Groups call for Justice over Attack' by Joseph Mayton. 

 

Watani International, weekly independent (Christian); eight articles out of 39: 

August  

10, 'Resolving the Land Problem at Abū Fānā; the poor man’s goat.' by Nader Shukry. 

 

September  

21, 'Abū Fānā Crisis: resolved at last?' by Nader Shukry. 

28, 'Problems on hold: Agreements wrecked.' by Yūsuf Sīdhum. 

 

October  

19, 'Problems on hold: Campaigning for the Law.' by Yūsuf Sīdhum. 

26, 'Happy Homecoming dear Pope' by Victor Salama. 

 

November  



16, 'Abū Fānā's Wall up' by Nader Shukry. 

23, 'In the Aftermath of the Abū Fānā Crisis', by Theresa Kamāl. 

December 28, 'Never a culprit caught: Sectarian 2008' by Nader Shukry. 

 

English Foreign media 21 out of 99 

16 media sources 

August  

16, 'The Coptic Conundrum', by Raymond Ibrāhīm, in American Thinker. 

16, 'Pope Agrees to Resume Negotiations over Abū Fānā; Archbishop Renews Accusation to 

Governor of Wasting Rights of Monastery', by cAmr Bayyūmī, Theresa Kamāl and Sayyid 

Nāfic, in Persecution. Source: Al-Misrī Al-Yawm. 

18, 'The Coptic Conundrum', by Raymond Ibrāhīm, in Assyrian International News Service, 

Source: American Thinker.. 

19, 'Law ends Christian / Muslim Organ Donations' by Martin Barillas, in Sperrownews. 

 

September  

12, 'Old Monastery sparks rift between monks and Bedouins' by Hazel Heyer, in eTurbonews. 

26, 'Egypt: Attacks on Abū Fānā Monastery, Minia', author unkown, in Christian Solidarity 

Worldwide. 

 

October  

1, 'Egypt Authorities encourage Violence against Coptic Christians: Report says.', author 

unknown, in Bosnewlife, Source Christian Solidarity Worldwide. 

1, 'Human Rights Organization Appeals for Justice after Brutal Attack at Egypt’s Abū Fānā 

Monastery', by Jeremy Reynalds, in Assist News Service, Source: Christian Solidarity 

Worldwide. 

2, 'CSW calls for Justice after brutal attack on Egyptian Monastery', author unknown, 

Christianity Worldwide US. 

9 'Egypt: Muslim – Christian Tensions escalate', author unknown, in Christianity Today 

Australia. 



9, 'Muslim Christian Tensions escalate in Egypt', author unknown, in Assyrian International 

News Agency, Source: Christianity Today Australia. 

19, 'Egypt obscures Constructions of Church', by Yūsuf Sīdhum, in Persecution, Source: 

Watani International. 

 

November  

25, 'Broken Justice for Copts in Egypt', author unknown, in Europenews. Source: Voice of the 

Copts. 

 

December  

1, 'Egypt: Two Copts wrongly detained, tortured', author unknown, in Compass Direct News.  

2, 'Egypt: Two Copts wrongly detained, tortured', author unknown, on Womenagainstsharia 

Blogspot, Source: Compass Direct News. 

2, 'Two Copts wrongly detained, tortured in Egypt.', author unknown, on Onenewsnow.com, 

Source: Compass Direct News.  

3, “Egypt: Two Copts wrongly detained, tortured”, author unknown, on Crosswalk.com, 

Source: Compass Direct News. 

4, 'Egypt: Two Coptic brothers wrongfully imprisoned and tortured by police', posted by 

Raymond Ibrāhīm, on Dhimmi Watch Blog, Source: Compass Direct News. 

16, 'Deepening religious Divide put strains on Egyptian Unity', author Yolande Knell, in 

Financial Times Limited. 

18, 'Deepening religious Divide put strains on Egyptian Unity', author Yolande Knell, in 

Assyrian International News Service, Source: Financial Times Limited. 

 

German Foreign media 12 out of 99 

12 media sources  

August 26, 'Unheiliger Streit um das Kloster Abū Fānā' by Astrid Frevel in Kath.ch.  

 

September  

12, 'Moenche gegen Dorfbewohner: Ein Landstreit um das Koptisch Orthodoxe Kloster Abū 



Fānā schuert religioese Spannungen – Koptische Christen klagen ueber islamistische Gewalt' 

by Astrid Frevel, in derStandard.at. 

29, 'Aegypten: Koptische Kloester wegen Gewaltandrohung geschlossen' author unknown, in 

Jesus.de. 
 

October  

10 'Erfolg fuer CSI: Aufbauhilfe fuer Abū Fanā', author unknown, in Christian Solidarity 

International, Austria. 

 

November  

29, 'Dringend – Unterstuetzung fuer koptische Christen in Aegypten.', author unknown, in 

Brittas Aktionsforum gegen Islamisierung, Source: Voice of the Copts. 

29 'Dringend – Unterstuetzung fuer koptische Christen in Aegypten.' author unknown, in PI 

(Political Incorrect) News, Source Voice of the Copts.  

 

December  

3, 'Aegypten: Koptische Brueder unschuldig des Mordes angeklagt, festgehalten und gefoltert.', 

author unknown, in IGFM (Internationale Gemeinschaft fuer Menschenrechte). 

3, 'Aegypten: Koptische Brueder unschuldig des Mordes angeklagt, festgehalten und gefoltert.', 

author unknown, in Deutsche Evangelische Allianz, Source: IGFM. 

4, 'Eskalation der Gewalt gegen Christen in Nord-Aegypten', author unknown, in Kath.net, 

Source: IGFM. 

25, '2008: Das Jahr der globalen Christenverfolgung', by Heimo Schwilk, in Welt.de. 

25, '2008: Das Jahr der globalen Christenverfolgung', by Heimo Schwilk, in MSN News, 

Source: Welt.de. 

26, '2008: Das Jahr der globalen Christenverfolgung', by Heimo Schwilk, in Journeyfiles , 

Source: Welt.de.” 

 

Coptic media 27 out of 99 

Seven media sources 



 

Website of Coptic Assembly of America 

October  

4, 'Egyptians against discrimination' Criticize Abū Fānā Reconciliation”, by Charles Fouad. 

Source: Al-Misrī Al-Yawm. 

18, 'Arab Suspects in Abū Fānā Incident are Released', author unknown, Source Translation 

from Youm7. 

 

December  

16, 'Deepening religious Divide puts strains on Egyptian Unity' by Yolande Knell, Source: 

Financial Times Limited. 

 

An additional article was found that was undated; 'Bishop Demetrius Ordains the Abū Fānā 

Monastery Wall In a Celebration Attended by Bedouins, Officials and Civilians' by Nader 

Shukry, Source: unknown. 

 

 

Blog Coptic News and Archives 

August  

15, 'Pope Shenouda cancels Press Conference on Abū Fānā Incidents' by cAmr Bayyūmī, 

Theresa Kamāl and Sayyid Nāfic, Source: Al-Misrī Al-Yawm. 

16, 'The Coptic Conundrum' by Raymond Ibrāhīm, Source: American Thinker. 

24, 'Settlement and Separation – Abū Fanā Monastery Land dispute', by Jamāl Nkrumah, 

Source: Al-Ahram weekly.  

 

Website of Copts United 

November 23, 'In the Aftermath of Abū Fānā Crisis' by Theresa Kamāl, Source: Watani 

International.  

 

Website of the International Orthodox Christian News 



October 17, 'Abū Fānā Customary Conciliation resumes Negotiations' by Theresa Kamāl, 

Source: Al-Misrī Al-Yawm.  

 

Website of the United Copts of Great Britain 

September 26, “Attack on Abū Fānā Monastery El-Minya.”, author unknown, Source: 

Christian Solidarity Worldwide.  

 

Website of the US Copts Association 

August  

11, 'Resolving the land Problem at Abū Fānā, the poor man's goat.', by Nader Shukry, Source: 

Watani International. 

13, 'Pope Agrees to Resume Negotiations over Abū Fānā; Archbishop Renews Accusation to 

Governor of Wasting Rights of Monastery', by cAmr Bayyūmī, Sayyid Nāfic, Theresa Kamāl, 

Source: Al-Misrī Al-Yawm.  

15, 'Pope Shenouda cancels Press Conference on Abū Fānā Incidents', by cAmr Bayyūmī, 

Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa Kamāl, Source: Al-Misrī Al-Yawm. 

18, 'Abū Fānā Locals: Ad Hoc Committee Announced the Problem Was Solved Only to Be in 

the Spotlight' by Sayyid Nāfic, Source: Al-Misri Al-Yawm. 

21, 'Abū Fānā committee winds up activities without Disagreement.' by Sayyid Nāfic, Source: 

Al-Misrī Al-Yawm. 

30, 'New Notification from Abū Fānā Monks, Diocese Calls for Donations to Re-Build Wall', 

by cAmr Bayyūmī, Source: Al-Misrī Al-Yawm.  

 

September  

2, 'Mallawi Diocese Demands Abū Fānā Wall To Be Four Meters High', by cAmr Bayyūmi, 

Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa Kamāl, Source: Al-Misri Al-Yawm.  

11, 'Mallawi Archbishopric Refuses to Attend Reconciliation Ceremony Of Abū Fānā 

Monastery Crisis', by cAmr Bayyūmi, Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa Kamāl, Source: Al-Misrī Al-

Yawm. 

22, 'International Religious Freedom Report 2008', author unknown, Source: Bureau of 



Democracy, Human Rights and Labor.  

 

October  

4, 'Egyptians against Discrimination criticize Abū Fānā Reconciliation' by Charles Fouad, 

Source: Al-Misrī Al-Yawm. 

14, 'Abū Fanā Monastery Customary Conciliation Commission Resumes Negotiations', by 

Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa Kamāl, Source: Al-Misrī Al-Yawm. 

29, 'Two Innocent men would be hanged', by Dott. Arch.Ashraf Ramelah, Source: Voice of the 

Copts.  

 

November  

25, 'In the Aftermath of Abū Fānā Crisis' by Theresa Kamāl, Source: Watani International. 

  

December  

3, 'Egypt: Two Copts wrongly detained, tortured. Government uses brothers as scapegoat in 

murder; officials claim violence not sectarian.' author unknown, Source: Compass Direct News.  

28, 'Never a Culprit caught', by Nader Shukry, Source: Watani International.  

 

Website of Voice of the Copts  

December  

16, 'Fundraising for Abū Fānā's victims', author unknown.  

 

January  

15, 'Egyptian Human Rights Organizations mandated to Report on the Religious plights of 

Copts', author unknown. 

 

 

 

2.) Background  

 



 2.1.) Time line Abū Fānā Crisis August 2008 – January 2009 

Overview on the developments of the negotiations between the Abū Fānā Monastery monks 

and the Qasr Hūr Arabs in Mallawi, Minia.  

 

August 2008 

The pope, who was still receiving medical treatment in the US, agreed to the Customary 

Conciliation Commission and discussed the matter with officials from the government, thus the 

Bishopric in Mallawi felt pressured to give into reconciliation although they had been trying to 

insist on the application of law and justice and not negotiations. When they 'threatened' to 

publish new information on the Abū Fānā attack at a press conference, it was canceled by the 

pope, who had come to an agreement with officials regarding settlement of land.  

In August 2008 the Customary Conciliation Commission proposed their first agreement, it 

included the legalization of 600 feddans5 for the monastery, permission to build a wall and 

granted 10 000 feddans to the Qasr Hūr Arabs. The agreement was never signed, the monks 

refused to sign, since the documents included a clause they had not agreed upon, that of 

building a road to cross the monastery grounds into the Arabs' land. “…as the negotiations went 

on, a delegation of Arabs arrived at the monastery and said that the Arabs-led by Abu-Louli 

[Samir Abu Lu'Lu'] negotiating with the monastery did not represent the Arabs at all, and that 

any agreement with them would be invalid.”6 On August 27, Jamāl Nkrumah wrote that a 

settlement of the land dispute had been reached, leaving the monastery with 505 feddans 

[although MP cAlā' Hassānayn, a major negotiator in the dispute, talked about 552 feddans 

minus 25 to be used for the road for the Arabs].The governorate allowed the monks to build a 

1.5m wall around their land. 

 

September 2008 

 

On September 9, a reconciliation celebration was held. However, the Mallawi Bishopric 

refused to take part as long as there were some Christians still detained pending investigations. 
                                                 
5 4151 m2 = 0.988 feddans 
6 Shukry, Nader. 'Resolving the Land Problem at Abū Fānā Monastery – The poor Man's goat.' in Watani 
International, August 10, 2008. 



The Mallawi prosecution had renewed the imprisonment of 15 people, 13 Arabs who were 

supposedly involved in the attacks on Abū Fānā and two Christian contractors who were 

accused of shooting one Arab during the attack. After the land dispute was settled the Mallawi 

Diocese officially announced that it would agree to the reconciliation with the Bedouins and 

waived its rights in the case related to the kidnapping and torture of the Abū Fānā monastery 

monks on September 13. Its lawyer, Ihab Ramzī, stepped down, since there was a reconciliation 

committee to settle the matter. Al-Dustūr wrote on September 18 'The Abū Fānā Monastery 

problem is still in need of a solution after the monks insisted that they will not change their 

accusations against the Bedouins of Qasr Hūr, which has stopped the reconciliation agreement 

being signed. Although the police have released the accused Bedouins, the monks still accuse 

them of having started the attack on the monastery.”7  Christian Solidarity Worldwide wrote in 

their report about an agreement on September 21, that all charges should be dropped and all 

those imprisoned should be released. Ramy Rafīq, a lawyer representing the monastery 

explained that an agreement of six articles had been reached, including, that all witnesses who 

accused the Fawzī brothers of murder, should take back their testimonies so the brothers could 

be released. It also required the monks to relinquish their claims against the Arab attackers, 

especially as the assailants had covered their faces during the attacks, so their identity was 

uncertain8. Another article stipulated that none of the parties should make claims against the 

others and highlighted the importance of bringing the criminals to justice. Among the reasons 

that the negotiations failed was the fact that the documents included some phrases relating to 

the Arabs' guilt, thus the monks were unwilling to sign, furthermore the bishopric was not 

willing to pay blood money for the person who had been killed in order to emphasize the 

brothers' innocence. Meanwhile the construction of the wall was constrained by the 

confiscation of a truck belonging to the monastery and because the governor initially only 

allocated two months for it to be finished.  

 

 

October 2008 

                                                 
7 c

Alī Husayn, Najlā’ Fathī “Abū Fānā Monastery Reconciliation postponed”,  AWR, 2008, week 38, art. 6. 
8  The claim that the assailants' heads were covered has not been reported elsewhere and is difficult to verify. 



 

The negotiations of the criminal aspect of the incident were resumed on October 6, in the 

reconciliation committee. MP cAlā' Hassānayn told Al-Misrī Al-Yawm that he would withdraw 

from the negotiations, since the pope had requested that the perpetrators be brought to justice 

and the innocent monks be left alone.9 In contrast to this statement Hānī Samīr quoted Zakārī 

Kamāl, lawyer of the monks, “[who] confirmed that reconciliation [was] underway in 

accordance with the directions of Pope Shenouda. He said Bishop Anmābīūs10 represented the 

monks in the reconciliation, while MP cAlā' Hassānayn represented the Bedouins.”11. After the 

pope's return, cĪd Labīb referred the file of the Abū Fānā crisis to the pope, who again 

confirmed that the Abū Fānā crisis was linked to some special conditions and could only be 

solved through informal councils, because of the Bedouins' habits.  

 

 

November 2008 

 

Early in November the monastery announced that it finished the 7km wall surrounding Abū 

Fānā,12 furthermore the Mallawi bishopric asked for the governor's permission to raise the 

height of the wall from 1,5m to 4m, they also demanded the monastery be supplied with fresh 

water and electricity.13 The reconciliation meetings concerning the criminal aspect failed 

because the church refused to pay the blood money and furthermore did not give in to what the 

Compass Direct News called the blackmail of the Arabs, who wanted five Million EgP for a 

testimony in support of the brothers. Parliament members allegedly also demanded fees for 

their intervention.14 Compass direct News quoted the lawyer Zakary Kamāl, who explained that 

Rifcat Fawzī cAbdū and his brother Ibrāhīm had been sent to al-Wadi al Jadid Detention Camp, 

                                                 
9 Kamal, Tereza and Sayyid Nāfic. “Abū Fanā Customary Conciliation Committee resumes negotiations” in Al-Misri Al-

Yawm, 14.10.2008.  
10 I do not know who he is, nor has he been mentioned in any other articles, reports or interviews that are sources or 

references for this paper. It's likely that Bishop Aghabius was meant here, since no other would come into consideration. 
11 Hani Samir. “Lawyer of Abū Fanā Monastery's monks says reconciliation only requires that the Bedouins to deny their 

accusations.” in Al-Dustur, October 12, 2008, review in AWR, 2008, week 41, art 30. 
12 Shukry, Nader. “Abū Fānā Wall Up” in Watani International. November 16, 2008. 
13  During a visit to the Abū Fānā Monastery on January 30, 2009 cAlā Hassānayn and Father Kyrillos explained that 
the wall was not yet finished. The monks still don't receive electricity from the main government gird and have to use their 
own generators to get electricity. 
14 Europenews. “Broken justice for Copts in Egypt” November 25, 2008. 



near the Egypt-Sudan border on November 22. Although they were granted bail pending their 

court case the week before, they had not yet been released. He expressed his worries that the 

police and parliamentarians were using the reconciliation meetings to pressure the Coptic 

Church into agreeing to their terms and taking the focus of the case off the rising sectarian 

tensions in Egypt. He said: “I completely refused any agreements of reconciliation, because if 

we accept those terms, that means we admitted [the brothers] killed someone.” Al-Dustūr 

explained on November 28 that Kamāl “denied the existence of any negotiations between the 

church and the Bedouins; he assured his resumption of all legal and judiciary procedures which 

are distinct from any type of negotiations the church is trying to initiate with the Bedouins.”15 

None of the analyzed media mentioned that besides the brothers two Muslim men were and 

most probably still are imprisoned, a fact which was confirmed by MP cAlā' Hassānayn and 

Bishop Aghabius in January.16  

 

December 2008 

 

On December 28 Nader Shukry wrote that the Fawzī brothers were still imprisoned to pressure 

the monks into taking back their testimonies against the attackers.17 Nothing more has been 

reported on the still unfinished reconciliation meetings in the English or German articles 

available on the Internet or in  Arab-West Report.  

 

 

January 30- 31 2009 

 

A visit to Minia and interviews with Bishop Aghabius, Father Cyril Ava Fana, MP cAlā' 

Hassānayn and some Qasr Hūr Arabs brought up new insights into the developments of the 

negotiations on the criminal aspects of the Abū Fānā crisis. The German researcher Sebastian 

                                                 
15 cAlī Hussayn, Najlā’ Fathī. “New Setbacks in the Negotiations between Qasr Hur Bedouins and Abū Fanā Monastery 

monks.” in Al-Dustūr, Review in AWR, 2008, week 48, Art 17. 
16 Interview conducted by German researcher Sebastian Elsaesser and AWR interns Marianne Mahrous and Janina Chetty, 

Bishopric Deir Mawas, January 30, 2009.  
17 Shukry, Nader. “Never a Culprit caught – Sectarian 2008” in Watani International December 28, 2008. Also in AWR, 

2008, week 52, art. 46.  



Elsaesser asked Bishop Aghabius what happened to the people who were arrested. cAlā' 

Hassānayn answered instead and explained that Rifcat and Ibrāhīm Fawzī cAbdū and two 

Muslims are still under arrest. The bishop explained that by keeping these persons in prison the 

committee and the authorities are trying to calm down the situation by putting pressure on both 

parties and thus forcing a settlement of the conflict. Once the reconciliation of the criminal 

aspects is solved they will be released, releasing them before an agreement was reached would 

exacerbate the conflict. The four men can be detained, without being sentenced, based on the 

Emergency Law in Egypt. cAlā' Hassānayn explained that it gives the security forces in case of 

sensitive issues the right to detain suspects, in order to calm public opinion. cAlā' Hassānayn 

referred once again to the agreement on the land dispute, that was reached in September. He 

pointed out that 552 feddans have been formally legalized for the monastery, 25 feddans are 

used as a path to go to a mountain. He added that the monastery had already started to cultivate 

about 200 – 300 feddans of the land and that a stone wall has been built around the 552 feddans 

except the archaeological area, as they are still waiting for the approval of the Supreme Council 

of Antiquities to complete it. 

 

 

 

 

 2.2) People involved in the Abū Fānā crisis and mentioned / quoted by the Media 

 
Father Bula Spokesman for the Mallawi Diocese 
Father Mina Monk from Abū Fānā Monastery  
(Father?) Paul Anwar  

Spokesman for the Mallawi Diocese 
Majid Hannā Legal advisor to Pope Shenouda 
Bishop Demetrius Head of the Mallawi Bishopric and abbot of Abū Fānā monastery
Father Makary Monk, member of Customary Conciliation Commission  
Rifcat Fawzī cAbdū Christian. Accused of killing Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu 

Qureen on May 31, 2008. 
Ibrāhīm Fawzī Christian. Accused of killing Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu 

Qureen on May 31, 2008. 



Hafiz Abu Saeda Muslim. Head of Egyptian Organization for Human Rights 
Jamāl Messaied Muslim. Lawyer for the Arabs neighboring the monastery. 
Zakārī Kamāl Mīkhā’īl Christian. The monastery and the brothers’ lawyer 
cId Labīb Christian Businessman, Representative of Pope Shenouda in the 

Customary Conciliation Commission  
MP cAlā' Hassānayn Muslim. Parliament member, member of the Customary 

Conciliation Commission, vice-president of the Religious Affairs 
Committee in the Egyptian Parliament. Official negotiator in 
charge of the reconciliation process.  

Samir Abu Lu'Lu'  Muslim. Accused of leading the attack on the monastery on  May 
31, 2008. There is no legal evidence of him being part of the 
attack. Main antagonist against the monastery in this conflict, 
Member of Customary Conciliation Commission. 

Ihab Ramzy Christian. Lawyer on behalf of the monastery until end of August 
/ beginning of September. 

Pope Shenouda III of 
Alexandria 

Pope of the Coptic Orthodox Church since November 14,1971 

Majdi Ruslan 
 

Lawyer on behalf of the Arabs neighboring the monastery 

Khalīl Muhamad Ibrāhīm 
Abu Qureen. 
 

Muslim who was killed on May 31, 2008. Whether he was killed 
by a Muslim or Christian is still being debated. Rumors 
concerning him spread by Christians of the area say that he was 
mentally disabled and thus was killed by Abdallah Lu'lu', because 
he was a bad example for Muslims. Other claims by Muslims of 
the area) are that he was killed by two Christians during the 
attack of Abū Fanā on May 31, 2008.  

Ibrāhīm Tiqi Riad Brother of Father Mina, allegedly kidnapped during the attack 
and remains missing, cAlā' Hassānayn stated he converted to 
Islam ten years ago and presented a photo of him in an outfit that 
appears to be Muslim. cAlā' Hassānayn  suggested that he could 
be interviewed in Alexandria where he now lives. 

Abdallah Lu’lu’ Muslim. Son of Samir Abu Lu’lu’. The lawyer of the monks 
Zakārī Kamāl Mīkhā’īl claims that he is the one responsible for 
the death of Ibrāhīm Said. Their former lawyer Ihab Ramzy says 
that he has the testimony of Abdallah Lu’lu’´s father, Samir Abu 
Lu’lu’, on tape. According to these rumors he killed Ibrāhīm Said 
because he was mentally handicapped, and thus a bad example 
for Muslims.  

Ramy Rafiq Christian, Lawyer on behalf of the monastery. 
Bishop Aghabius Bishop of Deir Mawas. Acting as negotiator for the monks at Abū 



Fānā , though not official. 
Father Cyril Ava Fina Monk from Abū Fānā , witness to the attack on the monastery 
Ahmad Diya al-Dīn Muslim. Police general. Governor of Minia.  Former spokesman 

of the Ministry of Interior. He called for committees and 
organized  meetings in an attempt to solve the conflict.  
 

Two Muslim men Still in custody, it is important to mention that two Muslims and 
two Christians have been imprisoned for the same length of time. 
This is supposedly to put pressure on the negotiations to get a 
reconciliation contract signed between the monks and Bedouins. 
This situation though gives further life to speculations about the 
authorities possibly holding back people against whom no 
evidence is found and without trial, thus possibly violating their 
own rules of law.  
 

Three monks Three monks were kidnapped during and after the attack on the 
monastery. They were tortured and according to their own 
testimony, forced to spit on the Cross and the Bible and forced to 
say the Shahada. The Bedouins deny this, and since there has 
been no trial in court, this aspect of the conflict, among others, 
remains unclear. 

  
 
 

 2.3) Egyptian Journalists reporting on the Abū Fanā crisis 

 

Yūsuf Sīdhum –  Christian, editor-in-chief of the Egyptian Weekly newspaper Watani , the 
only independent Christian newspaper in Egypt. He is the son of Watani’s founder Anton 
Sīdhum . Two articles in Watani International. 
 
Samia Sīdhum –  Christian, Managing editor of Watani International Weekly. 
 
Nādir Shukry –  Christian, four articles in Watani International Weekly.  
 
Victor Salama –  Christian, One article in Watani International weekly. 
 
Theresa Kamāl –  Christian, senior editor of Al-Misrī Al-Yawm, 10 articles in Al-Misrī Al-
 Yawm, one article in Watani International Weekly. 
 
cAmr Bayyūmī -  Muslim, 11 articles in Al-Misrī Al-Yawm. 
 



Sayyid Nāfic -  Muslim, 14 articles in Al-Misrī Al-Yawm.  
 
Muhammad al-Samkūri – Muslim, one article in Al-Misrī Al-Yawm 
 
Charles Fouad -  Christian, one article in Al-Misrī Al-Yawm.  
 
Rajab Ramadān -  Muslim, one article in Al-Misrī Al-Yawm 
 
Rīm Leila -   Muslim, one article in Al-Ahram Weekly 
 
Sāmih Fawzī -  Christian, two articles in Daily News Egypt, one article in Al-Ahram 
Weekly. Egyptian journalist, PhD researcher, and specialist on governance and citizenship. 
 
Jamāl Nkrumah -  Christian, one article in Al-Ahram Weekly 
 
Muhammad al-Sayyid – Muslim, one article in Al-Ahram Weekly 
 
Dina Rashīd -  Muslim, one article in Al-Ahram Weekly 
 
Dina Ezzat -   one article in Al-Ahram Weekly 
 
Ethar al-Katatney – Muslim, one article in Egypt Today.  
 

 

2.4 AWR reporting about Abū Fānā 

 

Arab-West Report published 51 articles in the analyzed time, 117 articles were published in 

total up to week four of 2009. Many of those articles are reviews of the Egyptian press, while 

since August, 17 articles were written for the AWR. Most of them by Drs. Cornelis Hulsman, 

such as 'Disappointing report from the Religious Liberty Group of the World Evangelical 

Alliance' in AWR 2008 week 52, art 5. AWR presented its findings following a visit on 

September 9, Drs. Cornelis Hulsman's lecture in Hofgeismar, Germany and another visit to the 

area on January 30 and 31. The main difference from the analyzed media concerning the 

reporting is, that AWR unlike others provided important background information on the Abū 

Fānā Monastery and the conflicts around it. It therefore contextualized the attack of May 31 

and made it easier for readers to understand the different aspects that led to these attacks in the 

first place.  



 

 

3.) English Egyptian Media 

 

Al-Ahram Weekly: Only three articles in August and September deal with the Abū Fānā attacks 

in particular, the four following articles found in October and January only mention the Abū 

Fānā attack in relation to growing sectarian tensions in Egypt and relate to the incident itself 

only briefly, mostly highlighting the violence (against Christians) whereas only one out of six 

articles that refer to the violence also mentions the death of Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu 

Qureen during the attack. Only two of the articles focus their main interest on the customary 

reconciliation negotiations, presenting them as being close to failure.  

Apparently the incident itself was not awarded a lot of interest in this period, neither for 

quantity nor for quality of reporting, as highlighted by the lack of information on important 

aspects of the conflict and the developments of its aftermath. The information given was 

mainly used as evidence of rising sectarian tension in Egypt and thus implied associated 

dangers for the Christian minority. For example the article 'A mixed bag' by Muhammad al-

Sayyid, which presented the critical International Religious Freedom report.  

 

Al-Misrī Al-Yawm provided high-profile coverage of the customary reconciliation negotiations 

during August, September and October 2008. None of the 20 analyzed articles focused on the 

problem of sectarian tensions. Four articles present quotations from MP cAlā' Hassānayn 

relating to the church's position, Bishop Demetrius and the Human Rights Organization 

'Egyptians Against Discrimination' that contextualize the Abū Fānā crisis (also) within sectarian 

tensions in Egypt. Nine articles mention the violence during the attack, only one article by 
cAmr Bayyūmī, Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa Kamāl'18 that mentions the abduction and torture of 

monks does not note the death of Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu Qureen.  

Al-Misrī Al-Yawm only followed the negotiations on the criminal aspects of the attack in 

October and did not report on it again, although to date no solution has been found and four 

                                                 
18 The authors have a big share of all the articles published between August 2008 and January 2009 and used as sources by 

Coptic websites. cAmr Bayyūmī: 11 articles, Theresa Kamāl: articles, Sayyid Nāfic: articles. Some articles were written 
by two or all of the authors together. 17 were published in Al-Misrī Al-Yawm and one in Watani International.  



men are still imprisoned. Their information is mainly based on the statements of members of 

the customary conciliation committee, spokesmen of the Coptic Orthodox Church and the 

lawyers of the monastery and the Qasr Hūr Arabs.  

The coverage of the Abū Fānā attack by Al-Misrī Al-Yawm seems outstanding for its  reporting, 

it appears to be objective, accurate and unemotional. 

 

Watani International published eight articles on the Abū Fānā attack between August and 

December. All articles are based on statements of the Coptic Orthodox Church, the Abū Fānā 

monks or their legal advisers. Watani International is an independent Weekly Christian 

publication which did not allow space for the opinions of the opposing party and consistently 

took the side of the monastery. Even MP cAlā' Hassānayn and cĪd Labīb, who have played 

important roles in the customary conciliation negotiations are not mentioned. This might be due 

to the criticism they were facing from some Coptic parties, mostly expressed by expatriate 

Copts. Contrary to most other papers it was critical of the state authorities on one hand, but it 

did not question the accuracy of the claims made by the monks and church representatives on 

the other hand. Nonetheless, it generally tried to connect advocacy of Coptic demands to a non-

sectarian message, calling for (equal appliance of) citizenship rights, the rule of civil law (not 

customary laws) and a secular state for all Egyptians.  

The role of the police got relatively more attention from Watanī and Coptic Christian authors 

Nader Shukry, Theresa Kamāl and Victor Salama than from the other Egyptian newspapers. 

Especially in relation to the imprisonment of the brothers, which is the main issue of three of 

the articles (never mentioning that two Arab men are also imprisoned – actually, none of the 

newspapers did). Watani International assumes that the brothers are innocent and reports that 

they are being held although they were granted bail for 3000 EgP each and that they are being 

held to force the monks into withdrawing their testimonies and their claims against the Arabs.19 

Furthermore there is a great deal of negligence toward the death of Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm 

Abu Qureen, which is not referred to in three out of four articles that deal with the (brutal) 

violence against the monks. This is especially practiced by Nader Shukry, who also reports that 

                                                 
19 MP cAlā Hassānayn and Bishop Aghabius confirmed during an interview with Sebastian Elsaesser and interns of AWR 

that the brothers and two Muslim men are being kept to force a fast and smooth settlement of the conflict.  



a forth person, Ibrāhīm Tiqi Riad, (brother of the monk Father Mina) was abducted with the 

monks (for the abduction of Tiqi Riad no other evidence was presented other than the claim of 

Father Mina) and remains missing.20 Three articles focus on the issue of the reconciliation 

negotiations, they mostly appear in a bad light for the side of the monks and the monastery, 

who, in all cases it states have been forced to give in to agreements, that were not beneficial for 

them or did not grant them any new favors – in contrast to the (alleged) gains of the Qasr Hūr 

Arabs. The dispute over land was hardly mentioned, it is rather denied or presented as an 

unimportant side-effect of the conflict itself which is assumed to be based on the institutional 

and socio-economic marginalization of the Christian minority in Egypt.  

In an interview with Al-Ahram Weekly, published on August 27, 2008 Samia Sīdhum, managing 

editor of Watanī, said: "I am optimistic. But I must stress that this is not a land dispute. The 

media downplayed the seriousness and the implications of the conflict. It is partly a complex 

question of property taxes that concerns the Minya governorate and the municipal authorities in 

question.” Furthermore Yūsuf Sīdhum, editor in Chief of Watanī, told Al-Ahram Weekly "We do 

not want the media and the judiciary to treat this as an issue involving Muslims and Christians. 

We want it to be viewed as a criminal matter, concerning outlaws and their innocent victims."21 

 

Middle Eastern Times published one article on the Abū Fānā crisis on August 12, the author 

Joseph Mayton reports on the demand of the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights (EIPR) to 

hold the attackers responsible and not give them impunity. The article is closely connected to 

human rights questions and repeatedly enhances the growing sectarian tensions in Egypt, which 

are not accurately dealt with by the government. According to the article more violence is the 

result of the government's failure to punish the perpetrators. Hossam Bahgat, executive director 

of EIPR, told Middle Eastern Times that "We [EIPR] are not contesting the government's 

insistence that the Abū Fānā land dispute did not start for religious reasons (...) But kidnapping 

and abusing monks, denigrating their beliefs and destroying their church are all heinous crimes 

                                                 
20  MP cAlā' Hassānayn stated he converted to Islam 10 years ago. Marianne Mahrous wrote that when the Foreign 
Press Association met with Father Mina on the August 6 in his monastery he told the delegation in a tape recording that his 
brother was kidnapped and that the State Security authorities at one time had been able to bring him back but he is not 
accusing the Arabs. Father Mina claimed that his brother has a nervous breakdown and that his requests for converting to 
Islam are not out of his own will and that he is unconscious about what he is saying.  
21 Nkrumah, Jamāl. “Settlement and Separation” in Al-Ahram Weekly, August 27, 2008. 



committed on sectarian grounds and could constitute dangerous precedents if left without 

punishment."22  

 

In her article 'Symbolic Victories' published in Egypt Today, Ethar al-Katatney discusses the 

rights religious minorities have gained in Egypt during a series of landmark court cases in 

2008. She uses the Abū Fānā crisis as the biggest example in 2008, to show that the alleged 

victories are mostly hollow ones. Because the settlement of the land dispute was only reached 

after one Muslim man died and three monks were wounded. Further giving Pope Shenouda's 

point of view that the land dispute was just a farce to hide aspects of religious discrimination.  

  

Daily News Egypt published two articles by Sāmih Fawzī23 in which he discussed the negative 

repercussions the Abū Fānā crisis had on Christian-Muslim relationships in Egypt. He said the 

sectarian sphere in Egypt has undoubtedly gained ground promoted by “a hideous image of 

sectarianism in which Copts protest inside, and demonstrate outside Egypt, while an increasing 

portion of ordinary Muslims started to buy the argument propagated by political Islamist 

groups that Copts have been capitalizing on the alleged US-led global war on Muslims and 

Arabs to garner advantages they don't really deserve.” He furthermore criticized the fact that 

since sectarian clashes appeared in Egypt in 1970 the government has reached the conclusion 

that these clashes should be addressed through informal negotiations between the conflicting 

parties, instead of applying the law and that “while the church’s top clergy expressly refused 

negotiations to solve the problem, insisting that only applying the rule of law will be 

acceptable, there were open channels between government agencies and Pope Shenouda who is 

currently seeking treatment in the United States.”24 The second was published on October 30 

and deals with Pope Shenouda's return from the United States after four months of medical 

treatment. It mentions the Abū Fānā crisis as an example of the disability of the Christian 

community to reach a settlement on a (the Abū Fānā) crisis without Pope Shenouda.  

 

                                                 
22 Mayton, Joseph. “Egypts Rights Groups calls for Justice over Monastery Attack” in Middle Eastern Times, August 12, 

2008. 
23   Sāmih Fawzī is an Egyptian journalist, PhD researcher, and specialist on governance and citizenship. 
24 Fawzī, Sāmih. “The Repercussions of the Abū Fānā crisis” in Daily News Egypt, August 14, 2008. 



  

The English Egyptian articles that are related to the Abū Fānā crisis make up approximately 40 

percent of all articles found on the Internet, this makes sense since most incidents get the 

highest media coverage in their immediate vicinity (If media settings and circumstances allow). 

The reporting was more regular in August, September and October with around ten articles per 

month, the number of articles decreased in the following months not exceeding three per 

month. Following the tide of events it is evident that the number of articles diminished after the 

settlement on the land dispute was reached, especially since there have been no new outcomes 

on the negotiations of the criminal aspects yet. The developments of the customary conciliation 

negotiations were followed in detail by the independent Al-Misrī Al-Yawm, whereas the 

Christian independent Watani International Weekly was more critical toward the negotiations 

and repeatedly stressed the failures of the state to address the attack as a criminal act which has 

to be resolved through applying the law. Their reporting was also unique for relying on the 

positions of the monks, the monastery and the church only. The semi-governmental Al-Ahram 

Weekly did not show much interest in the Abū Fānā developments, their reporting was rather 

irregular and contextualized the complex issue of the Abū Fānā crisis mainly against the 

background of sectarian tensions. The four articles found in other Egyptian newspapers all 

place the Abū Fānā crisis in the setting of sectarian strife and draw conclusions from this to the 

development of the negotiations. Watani International was the only newspaper to report on the 

imprisonment of the Fawzī cAbdū brothers and downplayed the fact that Khalīl Muhammad 

Ibrāhīm Abu Qureen, a Muslim, died.  

 

4.) Foreign English Media 

 

In August four articles were published on English websites that refer to Abū Fānā. The 

American Thinker published 'The Coptic Conundrum' written by Raymond Ibrāhim25, son of 

Coptic parents, which was also published by the Assyrian International News Agency, 

mentioning the Abū Fānā crisis only very briefly and using it as an example of violence against 

                                                 
25 Raymond Ibrahim is the associate director of the Middle East Forum and editor/translator of The Al Qaeda Reader. He 

writes daily for Jihad Watch. 



Christians in Egypt. Sperrownews was aiming at the same effect in the article 'Law ends 

Christian / Muslim organ donations' by Martin Barillas.  

Persecution, a website of International Christian Concern, published the article 'Pope Agrees to 

Resume Negotiations over Abū Fānā ; Archbishop Renews Accusation to Governor of Wasting 

Rights of Monastery' from Al-Misrī Al-Yawm, by cAmr Bayyūmī, Sayyid Nāfic and Theresa 

Kamāl, the Coptic senior editor of Al-Misri Al-Yawm. This article shows the different positions 

and hierarchies in the church that influenced the decision on which means to solve the Abū 

Fānā crisis. It is exclusively based on the statements and quotations of Coptic clergymen. It 

also claims the customary reconciliation committee has the power to pressure the 

Archbishopric of Mallawi into reconciliation.  

All articles report on the violent attack(s) against the monks and the monastery, but none of 

them mention the death of Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu Qureen during the attack.  

 

In September and October two stories served as the background for seven articles, the article 

'Egypt Obscures construction of Churches' published in Persecution was originally from 

Watani International Weekly, written by the Coptic Christian Yūsuf Sīdhum .  

The article 'Old Monastery sparks Rift between Monks and Bedouins' by Hazel Heyer 

published in eTurbonews, Global Travel Industry News, is surprisingly unique regarding its 

content compared to all other articles that were analyzed. It explains how the monastery was 

resettled, after the church showed renewed interest in it following the excavations of Austrian 

archaeologist Helmut Buschhausen in 1987-199326. It furthermore explains how the monastery 

and the adjacent village have been extending into the state owned desert and by means of this 

caused “nine bloody exchanges of aggression since 2005” as reported by police reports. It even 

explains the three different ways in Egypt to obtain land and why the monastery officially did 

not own the land and thereby presents valuable information to readers that are necessary to 

understand the backgrounds of the attack. Heyer's report is based on the statements of Drs. 

Cornelis Hulsman27 and Governor Ahmad Diya al-Dīn.  

                                                 
26 Prof. Dr. Helmut Buschhausen excavated with his team the remains of the historical monastery of Abū Fanā, 1987 – 

1993. 
27 Secretary general of the Foreign Press Association (FPA) in Cairo, chairperson for the Center for Arab West 

Understanding or CAWU and Editor-in-Chief of Arab-West Report.  



 

On September 26 'Egypt: Attack on Abū Fānā Monastery, El Minya' by Christian Solidarity 

Worldwide was published. It was used several times as a source by Christianity Today (US), 

Assist News Service and Bosnewslife a Christian News Agency in October. The report was 

written after a fact finding visit and interviews with the monks conducted by Christian 

Solidarity Worldwide. The report explains that the government and local authorities failed to 

“promote a culture of genuine tolerance and equality and to address the persistent patterns of 

sectarian and ethnic violence in the region” Furthermore they state that it is difficult to identify 

the exact reasons and that official statements have “repeatedly dismissed the incident as an 

ongoing land dispute, ignoring the severity of the violence faced by the monastery and its 

monks.” Additionally it explains that Pope Shenouda was not willing to agree to reconciliation 

meetings until the perpetrators were not brought to justice, “but given the pressure and media 

focus on the land dispute, (he) entered into discussions with the unofficial committee to settle 

the land dispute.”28  

 

Another article that got similar attention was a religious liberty bulletin prayer from the 

Evangelical Alliance with the title 'Egypt: Muslim-Christian Tensions escalate'. This article was 

picked up by the Assyrian International News Agency and Christianity Today Australia. For a 

detailed discussion of this article see 'Disappointing report from the Religious Liberty Group of 

the World Evangelical Alliance' by Cornelis Hulsman, published in Arab-West Report 2008, 

week 52, article 5. The article seems to simplify the matter of cohabitation of different religions 

in Egypt during the last 1500 years, giving a somewhat biased overview of the developments, 

that is misleading and could lull readers into an uncritical consumption of information on “the” 

menancing Islam, thus confirming and fostering many of their assumptions.29 30  For example 

at the start of the article it states that " According to tradition, the Apostle Mark took the gospel 

to Egypt in the 1st Century and by the 6th Century the nation was largely Christian. After the 

Arab Muslim conquest in the 7th Century, Jews and Christians could either convert to Islam or 

                                                 
28 Christian Solidarity Worldwide, “Egypt, Attack on Abu-Fana Monastery, El-Minya”, September 26, 2008. 

http://dynamic.csw.org.uk/article.asp?t=report&id=101&search  
29 Example from the article: “Islam's oil-sponsored resurgence has brought with it a revival of Islamic intolerance, 

systematic discrimination, persecution and religious conflict.” 
30 “Egypt: Muslim-Christian tensions escalate”, in Evangelical Alliance, October 8, 2008. 



submit to Islamic domination and rule (dhimmitude), while polytheists could choose only Islam 

or death." 31 Hulsman commented that "[t]hat is a very simplified way of presenting 

history…all Egyptians, Christian and Muslim, had to submit to the domination of the rulers of 

those days who were rarely Egyptian. The fortitude of Christians greatly differed throughout 

the centuries, with moments of blossoming and moments of discrimination and persecution."32 

 

The article further claims that a fourth century monastery was attacked, which is incorrect, the 

Abū Fānā Monastery is build close to the spot where the ancient monastery stood, but it was 

only reestablished in the late 1990s.33 

 

Both reports lack information on the death of Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu Qureen.  

 

In November and December eight articles were published, six of them based on the appeal of 

Voice of the Copts and lawyer Zakary Kamāl to ensure the safety of the Fawzī cAbdū brothers 

after they were allegedly sent to al-Wadi al-Jadid Detention Camp near the Egypt-Sudan border 

on November 22. The first article was published by Europenews on November 25, Compass 

Direct News followed on December 1, using a report by the Coptic Assembly of America and 

the Egyptian weekly Al-Maydān as additional sources. Based on the content of the article in 

Compass Direct News 'Egypt: Two Copts wrongly detained, tortured' four more articles were 

published in Women against Sharia Blogspot - a Blog dedicated to resisting the imposition of 

Sharīcah law in the US, OneNewsNow - a division of the American family news network – the 

article is published in the 'Persecution'-category, Crosswalk.com, a website concerning the 

intersection of Christian faith and life – the article was published in the category 'Religion 

today' and the Jihad Watch and Dhimmi34 Watch Blog, a Blog dedicated to bringing public 

                                                 
31 Ibid. 
32  Hulsman, C, Disappointing report from the Religious Liberty Group of the World Evangelical Alliance, AWR 2008, week 

52, article 5 
33 see www.Wikipedia.org “Monastery of Saint Fana” 
34 The definition of Dhimmis; Dhimmitude by www.jihadwatch.org : Dhimmitude is the status that Islamic law, the Sharia, 

mandates for non-Muslims, primarily Jews and Christians. Dhimmis, "protected people," are free to practice their 
religion in a Sharia regime, but are made subject to a number of humiliating regulations designed to enforce the Qur'an's 
command that they "feel themselves subdued" (Sura 9:29). This denial of equality of rights and dignity remains part of 
the Sharia, and, as such, are part of the legal superstructure that global jihadists are laboring to restore everywhere in the 
Islamic world, and wish ultimately to impose on the entire human race. (source Dhimmiwatch: 
http://www.jihadwatch.org/dhimmiwatch/why-dhimmi.htm)  



attention to the role that jihād theology and ideology play in the modern world and correct 

popular misconceptions about the role of jihād and religion in modern-day conflicts, Raymond 

Ibrāhīm (author of 'the Coptic Conundrum' in American Thinker) posted his commented 

version of the Compass Direct News article on December 4.  

 

The articles explain that the brothers were unjustly and falsely accused of the murder of an 

Arab Muslim who attacked the monastery on May 3135. They furthermore give details from the 

report of the criminal investigation, explaining from which direction the bullet came that hit the 

man and noting that the contractors can not have killed him, because one was far away and the 

other came from another direction. Additionally they claim that the gun which shot the deadly 

bullet was found in the hands of the son of Samir Abu Lu'Lu'. Christian human rights activist 

Ra'ed Sharqawi, however, who joined us on our visit to Abū Fānā on January 30 and 31, 

explained that the bullet was identified in the police reports as one out of the contractor’s 

weapons. The article 'Accusations that Christian clergymen use weapons'36 in Arab-West Report 

shows that many Christians in the area carry weapons, but this does not include monks! 

Therefore it is possible that the young Muslim man was killed by a Christian worker who was 

carrying a weapon, however there is no concrete evidence to either confirm or disprove this 

theory. 

 

The articles criticize the Arabs, claiming that they tried to blackmail the church to pay them 

five Million Egyptian Pounds for a testimony in favor of the contractors, although they too, 

were aware of the Copts' innocence. The articles accuse the police of torturing the brothers with 

electric shocks, keeping them imprisoned although they were given bail and on the other hand, 

all involved Arabs attackers who were facing multiple criminal charges, were released without 

any charges against them. These allegations are  not true, Bishop Aghabius and MP cAlā' 

Hassānayn confirmed on January 30 that as well as the two contractors two Arabs are also still 

imprisoned, according to both men to gain more control over the conflicting parties. 

Disregarding how disputable this strategy is, it obviously appears to make more sense to keep 

                                                 
35 Local Christians say he was not among the attackers but a bystander watching the events.  
36 Chetty, Janina. “Accusations that Christian Clergymen use weapons” in AWR, 2008, week 2, art. 2,  



people from both parties and not only Copts. Even though detaining only Copts would fit better 

into the pattern of blaming the police and everybody else who opposes “the” Christian opinion 

on this matter, which is at least employed by western Christians who are responsible for these 

articles.  

 

On December 16 the Financial Times limited published the article 'Deepening religious Divide 

put strains on Egyptian Unity' by Yolande Knell, it was also published in the Assyrian 

International News Service two days later. It again uses the Abū Fānā crisis as an example of 

the growing sectarian tensions, claiming that the dispute over land was merely the straw that 

broke the camel's back, the ignition for the real conflict between Christians and Muslims. She 

claims that the conciliation meetings are only used to avoid facing criminal charges and that 

police often delay their response to reports of fighting and then indiscriminately arrest equal 

numbers of individuals from each faith. Her article generalizes the behavior of Egyptian 

authorities consistently and seems to either contextualize any conflict in Egypt in a Christian-

Muslim setting or just ignore other conflicts.  

 

In the period of August to January 21 articles were published on 16 different English websites. 

Most of them were bound to certain medial ignitions, for example the report of the Human 

Rights Organization Christian Solidarity Worldwide end of September, that aroused the 

attention of several Christian (news) organizations.  

Most striking and at the same time very comprehensible, is the fact that all articles were 

published by Christian (Human Rights) organizations and websites. In this case actually 

standing united against the menacing “other” while their internal-Christian struggles took a 

back seat to make space for an inter-religious test of strength. Persecution was the only website 

that published articles from Egyptian newspapers, Al-Misrī Al-Yawm and Watani International, 

the latter Coptic anyway and both articles also written by Coptic authors.  

Obviously all websites rely exclusively and explicitly on Coptic and other Christian sources. As 

a result they present a one-sided picture of violence against and persecution of Christians in 

Egypt, disregarding the background of the Abū Fānā attacks in most cases and neglecting the 

land dispute or crucial questions of citizenship and land registration laws. Their interpretation 



of the authority's decisions and behavior highlights many “Christian” disadvantages, without 

contextualizing them within the problems the state is facing when trying to implement its laws 

and the treatment most Egyptians go through, disregarding their religion. Their readers are able 

to form their biased opinions on the basis of this one-sided, black-and-white reporting. 

Furthermore the picture of violence they convey is very incomplete too, since the death of 

Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu Qureen is only mentioned in two thirds of the articles, and if 

he is included it is mainly to argue for the release of the brothers (this is presented as a matter 

of fact – the articles have to explain why they were imprisoned in the first place). Even though 

it is possible that the Muslim man was killed by a Christian contractor, Christians deny he 

could have done it and blame the Arabs. With this displacement of guilt they help to construct 

an image for their readers of the “good Christians” and the “bad Muslims”.  

 

5.) Foreign German Media 

 

In August one article by Astrid Frefel, was published by the Swiss website Kath.ch – Plattform 

of the Catholic Church in Switzerland. It contextualizes Abū Fānā within the sectarian tensions 

that take place in Egypt and only mentions that seven monks were injured and one farmer was 

killed. Leaving it to the reader to decide if the farmer was Christian or Muslim.  

 

In September another two articles on the Abū Fānā attacks were published. The first by the 

Austrian daily Der Standard, in which the author Astrid Frefel reports from Minia, she 

proclaims that a land dispute around the monastery led to religious tensions and Coptic 

Christians are complaining about Islamic violence. Her article is based on quotations from 

Father Mina, MP cAlā' Hassānayn, Samir Abu Lu'Lu' and cĪd Labīb. Apart from Father Mina all 

explain that the attacks are not related to a religious struggle, but to a land dispute. Like in her 

article in Kath.ch she mentions that seven monks were injured and that one farmer was killed, 

again leaving it open for her readers to decide on his religious background. The author says that 

Egyptian authorities consequently deny sectarian tensions in Egypt, but that the media is 

frequently reporting about them. Finally she gives her own explanation for the rising sectarian 

tensions by drawing a line between Saudi Arabian Islam and its influence on Egyptians, 



claiming that it is more radical and intolerant and a reason for the current religious escalation. 

In a directly related forum readers could give their opinions on the article, out of 30 posts, some 

actually referred to the article. Here the translation of a post from Toni Laddorfer, posted on 

September 13: “(...)The author is making a terrible mistake in her conclusion which is deemed 

to be inexcusable by all academic institutions in the world: She brings in a new aspect as her 

main motive for the clashes, which was not mentioned before. Namely the return of many 

Muslims from Saudi Arabia. She seems to take no stock of facts generally, like her introductory 

statements: 'increasing violence against Christians' ... fact is: until now there is only one person 

dead and he was a Muslim.”37 Even if the post is polemic, at least it shows that not all readers 

believe in what they are presented by the media and some are even willing to do some research 

themselves, something which can be assumed, because Laddorfer points out that a Muslim man 

died, which is not mentioned in the article itself. 

  

Jesus.de reported on September 29 that Egyptian monasteries were closing because of threats 

of violence. It refers to the police which are, quoting IGFM (Internationale Gesellschaft fuer 

Menschenrechte e.V. - International Society for Human Rights Association), supporting the 

discrimination of Christians through its ignorance toward it. They use Abū Fānā as an example 

and explain that the police only arrived four hours after they were called. It also states that even 

though the police freed the kidnapped monks they did not take them back, but left them in the 

desert. This is a dangerous allegation, because it would also imply that the police did not 

provide medical aid for the monks who were injured and needed to go to hospital. Nobody else 

has reported on the police acting like this and there are reasons for others to question this 

assumption which could have been made to stimulate pro-monk, pro-Christian, anti-authority 

and anti-Muslim sentiments. Their inaccurate reporting goes so far as to claim that besides the 

three monks, civilians were kidnapped. Since there is already no proof for the abduction of 

Ibrāhīm Tiqi Riad, it is only comprehensible that one wonders how they could have obtained 

evidence that several civilians were kidnapped. They also do not mention the death of the 

Muslim farmer. 

 

                                                 
37 Article and Forum. http://derstandard.at/?url=/?id=1220458088285%26sap=2%26_pid=10621516 



In October only Christian Solidarity International, based in Austria reported on Abū Fānā, 

listing the successes of their reconstruction aid for Abū Fānā . They too contextualize Abū Fānā 

in the frame of sectarian tensions and only report on the attacks, explaining what happened to 

the monks, without mentioning the death of one Muslim man and even claiming that one 

civilian was kidnapped. They present the Qasr Hūr Arabs as extremists and radical Muslims, 

thereby helping their readers to 'understand' how important CSI's support is for a monastery in 

a predicament like this.  

 

In November and December eight articles were published, five of them based on the appeal of 

Voice of the Copts and lawyer Kamal Zakary to release the Fawzī cAbdū brothers from a 

detention camp. The first two were posted on November 29 on two forums, the PI-News, (PI is 

the abbreviation of political incorrect) it is against mainstream media, pro-American, pro-

Israel, Anti-Islamization of Europe, pro-constitution and human rights and Brittas actions-

plattform against Islamization. The information they are giving is basically the direct 

translation of what can be found in the article of Compass Direct News.  

On December 3 the press release 'Egypt: Coptic brothers innocently charged of murder, 

detained and tortured' of IGFM was published on their website and also by the German 

Evangelical Alliance and the Kath.net on December 4. They basically report the same as the 

previous articles on the imprisonment of the brothers. The main difference is that IGFM reports 

on the attack on the monks more explicitly and even adds the unsubstantiated information that 

one of the abducted monks is still missing. Like Stephanscom did on July 8, IGFM made the 

mistake of translating Upper Egypt into North Egypt, probably due to the false assumption that 

north is always up – therefore translating Upper Egypt as North Egypt, the German Evangelical 

Alliance and the Kath.net just copied these mistakes, without questioning them, just as they did 

with the rest of the article. 

The article '2008: The year of the global persecution of Christians' was published by Welt am 

Sonntag on December 25, it is by Heimo Schwilk the editor in chief of the German Sunday 

newspaper Welt am Sonntag, owned by the Axel Springer publishing company. In this case the 

date probably was crucial for this article, December 25 being Christmas day, when many 

people in Germany are reminded of their Christian faith or in many cases their membership in 



the church. Heimo Schwilk uses the Abū Fānā attack as one of the many examples of the 

worldwide persecution of Christians. He explains that the attack was conducted by Islamists, 

which is a misleading term, especially because the Abū Fānā crisis is not presented within its 

context but in a newly constructed context of global persecution. He also wrongly claims that 

one abducted monk remains missing. His article was also published on MSN News and the 

Blog Journeyfiles – Captions of my life journey by 'Bjoern'. Bjoern writes: “Why not pray for 

the persecuted Christians today? And while we're at it also for Africa?” This is a really 

disappointingly uncritical statement, racist and discriminating full of White “I-am-so-

privileged-and-superior”- behavior without even noticing it.  

 

 

Most conclusions that apply to the English foreign media also apply to the German. It is 

exclusively and explicitly based on Christian sources. Additionally the anti-Muslim reporting 

was even worse than in the English articles, for example enhanced by terms like 'Islamist' and 

'Extremists', which convey special images to the readers and by means of the story they are 

used to convey these images. Unfortunately the German media was even less accurate than the 

English in many aspects, first of all, like the former, they almost never reported the death of 

Khalil Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu Qureen (They could not in the articles call for the release of 

the brothers), eight out of 13 even reported on a fourth person kidnapped, in some cases 

another monk, in others the person was still missing and in one several civilians were abducted. 

Another four articles translated Upper Egypt as North Egypt, which is a sign of their ignorance 

toward the topic they are reporting on, not even mentioning their missing research or their lack 

of basic geographical knowledge. The reporting was harsher on Egyptian authorities too, 

questioning them and their role in most of the articles and claiming that they were acting to the 

disadvantages of the Copts, not only those involved in the Abū Fānā crisis, but Copts in 

general.  

 

 

6.) Coptic websites worldwide 

 



The websites of the Coptic Canadian Association, Copts-United, Coptic Assembly of America, 

Coptic News and Archive, Copts4freedom, The Voice of the Copts, Christian Copts of 

California, Australian Coptic Association, The International Coptic Federation, The Free Copts, 

UK Copts, United Copts of Great Britain and U.S. Copts Association were searched.  

 

Coptic Assembly of America published four articles, two of them in October, one in December 

and one where the date is unknown. Obviously, they were not concerned to report on the 

developments of the conciliation negotiations, their articles rather focus on the disadvantages 

brought by these negotiations, for example one from Al-Misrī Al-Yawm was based on a report 

by Egyptians Against Discrimination by Charles Fouad and the rising sectarian tensions in 

Egypt, like the article of Financial Times Limited by Yolande Knell that was discussed earlier 

and 'Arab Suspects in Abū Fānā Incident are released' translated from Youm7 that displays the 

unfairness of the Egyptian authorities against Coptic prisoners, who were not released. Nader 

Shukry's article “Bishop Demetrious Ordains the Abū Fānā Monastery Wall In a Celebration 

Attended by Bedouins, Officials and Civilians” was also published, it is the only time the 

author is not referring to the violence against the monastery and does not claim that a fourth 

person was abducted.  

 

The Blog Coptic News and Archive published three articles on August 15, 16 and 24. From Al-

Misrī Al-Yawm they took “Pope Shenouda cancels Press Conference on Abū Fānā Incidents” by 

Theresa Kamāl, Sayyid Nāfic and Amr Bayyūmi, which expressed the pope's worries that the 

announced press conference could have badly influenced the reconciliation negotiations. They 

also published “the Coptic Conundrum” from the American Thinker by Raymond Ibrāhīm who 

uses Abū Fānā as an example of the oppression of Copts and sectarian tensions in Egypt. The 

article “Settlement and Separation - Abū Fanā Monastery Land Dispute” in Al-Ahram Weekly 

by Jamāl Nkrumah focuses on the failure of the authorities to address the Abū Fanā crisis as a 

land dispute and deny its sectarian backgrounds. Apart from Al-Misrī Al-Yawm, which also 

included the statements of cAlā' Hassānayn, the two other articles only refer to Coptic sources, 

such as Pope Shenouda, cĪd Labīb, Bishop Anwar, Samia Sīdhum and Yūsuf Sīdhum. 

Obviously, there has been no further interest in following the developments of the negotiations 



or the issue that appeared when trying to solve the criminal aspects of the case. Only the two 

articles referring to sectarian tensions also mention the violence, both without noting the death 

of Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu Qureen. 

 

U.S. Copts Association published 15 articles between August 11 and December 28, nothing was 

published on Abū Fānā in January. It published nine articles from Al-Misrī Al-Yawm, seven 

written by Sayyid Nāfic, five by Theresa Kamāl, five by cAmr Bayyūmī and one by Charles 

Fouad, the first three in particular are known to have consistently reported on the developments 

of the customary reconciliation negotiations. Another article by Nader Shukry from Watani 

International mainly dealt with the developments of the reconciliation efforts, Shukry makes 

the point that the negotiations were not in favor of the monks and criticizes the government for 

downplaying the attacks and presenting them as a land dispute. Again, this article does not 

mention the death of Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu Qureen but goes in detail to explain the 

violence suffered by the monks and again claims that a layman was abducted with the monks 

and remains missing.  

Three articles, taken from Voice of the Copts October 29, Compass direct News November 25 

and Watani International  December 3 by Theresa Kamāl, deal with the imprisonment of the 

brothers and their lawyer's appeal to release them, since they are assumed to be innocently 

detained and used as scapegoats by the government. The information given does not differ from 

the information found in other foreign media.  

The 'International Religious Freedom Report 2008' issued by the U.S. Department of State and 

the article 'Never a culprit caught' by Nader Shukry use the Abū Fānā crisis as examples for 

rising sectarian tensions in Egypt. They explain that the rule of law is mostly absent in sectarian 

disputes in Egypt. Shukry quotes Zakary Kamāl who says that the term 'dispute' gives the 

impression of at least two disputing parties, whereas attacks are usually one sided and Copts 

are the victims. Jamāl Musaid explains that “security officials always attempt to calm matters 

following sectarian attacks for fear of the incident being used to tarnish Egypt's international 

image.”38  

                                                 
38 Shukry, Nader. “Never a culprit caught”, in Watani International December 28, 2008 Also found in AWR 2008, week 

52, art. 46.  



Almost all of the articles that were republished on the U.S. Copts Association website were 

based on the statements and quotations of Coptic Christians, only four also give information 

from cAlā' Hassānayn and Jamāl Musaid, the lawyer for the Qasr Hūr Arabs, the human rights 

organization Egyptians Against Discrimination. However, the article by Nader Shukry 'Never a 

culprit caught' does cover a broad spectra of opinions from different Egyptian researchers, 

scholars and human rights workers – of different religions. 

Most articles were published in August, their number declining every following month since 

the negotiations on the land dispute were resolved. Only the articles on the brothers and the 

review of Nader Shukry got attention again. 

 

International Orthodox Christian News published the article “Abū Fānā Customary 

Conciliation resumes Negotiations” from Al-Misrī Al-Yawm by Theresa Kamāl, it explains that 

the committee will try to solve the criminal aspects of the Abū Fānā attacks, although it is 

facing difficulties, for example the Arabs asking for blood money.  

 

Coptsunited.com published the article 'The Aftermath of the Abū Fānā Crisis' by Theresa 

Kamāl, originally in Watani International on their website, it deals with the brothers who are 

still imprisoned.  

 

United Copts of Great Britain published the Christian Solidarity International report 'Attack on 

Abū Fanā Monastery in El-Minya' on their website on September 26. 

 

Voice of the Copts published two articles on their English website, the latter on January 15 only 

mentions the Abū Fānā attack in an enumeration of the incidents that will be examined by a 

Human Rights Organization mandated to report on the religious plights of the Copts. The 

second is from December 16, it is an appeal to support the families of the Fawzī cAbdū brothers 

who are going through a difficult time, while their breadwinners are imprisoned. The appeal to 

release the brothers from prison that was used by so many websites could not be found.  

 

 



Only seven of the 13 Coptic websites that were searched published articles or reports on the 

Abū Fānā crisis. One could assume that the interest of the Coptic community abroad was not 

big enough, so most of the websites did not report on it anymore since the attacks themselves 

happened months before. A total number of 27 can be found on the Internet from August 10 to 

January 15. More than half of them were published by the U.S. Copts Association, which 

mainly relied on Al-Misrī Al-Yawm. Actually only six of the articles did not have Egyptian 

sources. Especially articles by Coptic authors were used and most of them are based on 

information given by Coptic people involved. Five of the articles that reported on the violence 

during the attack did not mention the death of Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abu Qureen.  

 

7.) Final Conclusions 
 

Most of the reporting was done by Coptic and other Christian activists outside Egypt, whereby 

Coptic websites mostly relied on Egyptian media sources such as Al-Misrī Al-Yawm and Watani 

International. In contrast most other Christian articles were based on other Christian reports 

from organizations such as Christian Solidarity Worldwide or Compass Direct News Coptic 

sources such as the appeal of Voice of the Copts and Lawyer Zakary Kamal to release the 

imprisoned brothers. As a consequence of a Coptic-biased reporting most readers outside Egypt 

(mainly Copts and Christians) get the impression that first of all the attacks on the Abū Fānā 

Monastery were rooted in growing sectarian tensions in Egypt and that the case is dealt with to 

the disadvantage of the Abū Fānā monks, the articles argue that this is based on religious 

discrimination by the authorities. Apart from one article in eTurbonews the reporting lacks 

information on the background to the attack, such as the resettlement of the monastery in the 

first place and the resulting conflicts on the adjacent land. Coptic and Christian websites mostly 

presented opinions of fellow (Coptic) Christians, therefore encouraging the idea that tensions 

between Muslims and Christians in Egypt intend to undermine the Christian community in 

Egypt. The fact, that most of the articles do not mention the land dispute or rather explain it as 

a side effect of the problem, increases the impression that there are sectarian problems in 

Egypt. The articles mainly convey the message of violence against Christians, unfortunately 

many of them neglecting the fact that it was a Muslim who died during the attack. Only U.S. 



Copts managed to give their readers rather ‘secular’ information by basing their posts mainly 

on independent Egyptian newspapers. Biased reporting like this can easily give fuel to more 

Christian-Muslim tensions, since it supports anti-Muslim sentiments, therefore not helping to 

find a long term solution to the apparent religious problems in Egypt. It rather seems as if 

Coptic activists are not interested in finding a peaceful solution for the cohabitation of citizens 

of different religions in Egypt. 

 



A review of 'Coptic activist and media reporting in the aftermath of the Abū Fānā 
Monastery attack, August 2008 – January 2009' 
 
By Dr. Amin Makram Ubayd 
 
The incident occurred on May 31 2008. 
Very little information is given by the reviewer on the specifics of the incident. I realize that Ms 
Chetty has been building on previous reports written by AWR about the same issue but she 
could have provided more information about what was actually known for a reader reading her 
text as first information about the incident at Abū Fānā of May 31. It is obvious that since I am 
not adequately informed on this incident, my review will inevitably lack specificity and, 
because of a need of minimal information my comment are likely to lack objectivity.   
 
In tying up with a prior paper by Ms Suzanne Huber; Ms. Chetty should be congratulated on 
having retained Ms. Huber's remark that “the religious dimension should not be neglected but 
nor should non-religious factors that played a major role in triggering these clashes.” This 
remained as a basic ‘a priori’ rule of the study. 
 
A well structured methodology was outlined in order to study 99 articles reviewed between 
August 2008 and January 2009. 
 
I have picked up for my comments remarks made by Ms. Chetty as well as reports chosen by 
her from the 99 articles that she reviewed.  
 
My review will follow, as much as possible, the order of reporting that was utilized by Ms 
Chetty. 
 
For instance; 
 
The author informed the reader on the attempts of reconciliation worked up between the 

Customary Conciliation Commission (CCC) and the monastery. In an attempt to work on 
reconciliation, the author of this review mentioned that the monks (victims of the Arab 
attack) deflected the process by refusing to relinquish their claims against the attackers 
despite the fact that some reports stated that the assailants had their faces covered during the 
attack, implying “bad faith” of the monks in question39. A similar accusation is recorded in a 
January report, when the monks complained that they were not given electricity from the 
government. These allegations need to be investigated if the credibility of the reviewer or 
that of the monks is to be assessed in order to arrive at a proper understanding of what has 
happened from May 31, 2008 until now.  

 
A jury of unbiased adults coming from a Muslim and Christian background could have been of 
enormous value in investigating this entire incident. But all what we have are views and 
remarks of people accused of bias by the opposing sides of the conflict. 

                                                 
39 - Unfortunately no details of what happened has been offered by the reviewer. 



 
Nonetheless, the author should be congratulated on offering a very useful and practical list of 
the “actors” and their religion and position40. Unfortunately it is not a complete list, but it has 
served admirably in most of its purposes.      
 
At this point it is worth noting that Ms Chetty included an important remark in the list of the 
‘actors’ mentioned above. This is found under the title “Two Muslims” in which the reader is 
informed that two Muslims and two Christians have been imprisoned for the same period 
supposedly to put pressure on the negotiations in order to get a reconciliation signed between 
the monks and the Bedouins. 
If this assumption is true, then Ms Chetty was right in calling such a policy a violation of the 
authorities’ own rules (and their basic human rights!). 
I would like to add that if this is the case, then such a policy reflects an unfortunate attitude of 
these authorities that are more concerned to come up with a resolution of the “case” than for a 
search for truth!  
 
In another article, Ms Chetty commented on the demand of the Copts for “a non-sectarian 
message, calling for (equal appliance of) citizenship rights, the rule of civil law (not customary 
laws) and a secular state for all Egyptians”. This could be called a healthy holistic approach to 
the malaise that is affecting the relations between Christians and Muslims in Egypt.     
  
It is with the above frame of mind that Yūsuf Sidhom commented (as reported by Ms. Chetty) 
that “We do not want the media and the Judiciary to treat this as an issue involving Muslims 
and Christians. We want it to be viewed as a criminal matter, concerning outlaws and their 
innocent victims”.  
 
In an apparent attempt to balance the above remark, Ms Chetty inserted a remark by Hossam 
Bahgat (the Executive Director of the EIPR) who wrote in the Middle Eastern Times that “We 
(EIPR) are not contesting the government insistence that the Abū Fānā  land dispute did not 
start for religious reasons (…) But kidnapping and abusing monks, denigrating their beliefs 
and destroying their church  are all heinous crimes committed on sectarian grounds and could 
constitute dangerous precedents if left without punishment”. 
 
The next quote of importance has been chosen by Ms Chetty from the Daily News.  This 
Newspaper reported that “ordinary Muslims started to buy the argument propagated by the 
political Islamists that the Copts have been capitalizing on the US alleged global war on 
Muslims and Arabs in order to garner advantages they don’t really deserve”.  
 
Ms Chetty noted in the course of her review that the English Egyptian articles that are related to 
the Abū Fānā crisis make up approximately 40% of all articles found on the internet. 
 
The next quote has been selected by Ms Chetty from an article by Cornelis Hulsman who 
criticized the assumptions and overviews of apparently negative views or perceptions published 

                                                 
40  I mean by this the table that the reviewer painstakingly constructed. 



by the World Evangelical Alliance on the cohabitation of different religions in Egypt in the past 
1500 years. The problem with the remark made by Drs. Hulsman is that it lacks specificity. In 
other words it would have been acceptable if it was made after a study of specific historical 
occurrences have been analyzed and commented upon in great details. But a sweeping 
condemnation of an article-of which we know precious little- cannot claim rigorous objectivity. 
This kind of condemnation may please the Muslim majority and the government authorities and 
it may even ease the way to some form of reconciliation. But reconciliation born out of rhetoric 
cannot be lasting.  
 
What is needed is to come up with a lasting solution to the existing inter-religious malaise.  
Towards such an end, in order to achieve a lasting cure of the malaise in question, one may 
suggest three steps that may help lead Egypt to experience a peaceful cohabitation of its 
Muslims and Christians. These are the steps utilized by physicians, and they include the 
following 3 steps:- 
 

1. The recognition that there is a problem (i.e. the diagnosis). 
2. A study of the etiology of the malaise –in question- and its pathological manifestations. 
3. A plan of management that would provide alternative plans of treatment. 

 
We are still too timid to engage in stage 1. Meaning that the responsible people are still in the 
denial phase which insists- among other things -that Egypt has no minorities, let alone a 
discriminated minority! 
 
The next remark made repeatedly by Ms Chetty concerns the lack of information regarding the 
death of Khalīl Muhammad Ibrāhīm Abū Qureen who is a Muslim and the only person who 
was killed in this entire story. She is no doubt right in giving this fact the importance that it 
deserves. 
 
AWR Report (Hulsman et al) also reported that monks do not-and did not- carry weapons 
although individual Christians often do in Upper Egypt.  Ms Chetty then made a comment that 
the Christian denial of responsibility in killing the sole murder victim-who happened to be a 
Muslim- could be because such a “displacement of guilt they help to construct an image for 
their readers of the “good Christians” and the “bad Muslim””. 
 
What Ms Chetty does not seem to appreciate is that such a denial is rather made to preserve a 
legitimate distinction between victim and aggressor. In community problems I would rather 
have a bad neighbor-who does not believe in my kind of personal morality- but who respects 
my rights, rather than a good neighbor who feel it his/her religious or ideological duty to make 
my life miserable.  
 
Ms Chetty then brought up -the often made remark by her- that the only person who died in the 
whole incident was a Muslim, and his fate has not come up with any appreciable comments 
from the Copts, as opposed to the fate of the monks who were made to suffer pain and 
indignities. 
 



Ms. Chetty is right about this but she seems to ignore the fact that it is most likely that the 
attack on the monks resulted in more reporting from the Coptic observers and journalists, 
because it was planned to cause pain and humiliation (of the monks) whereas the death of the 
sole Muslim victim seems to have occurred because he was in the wrong place at the wrong 
time and was caught in a cross fire rather than a selected target. But this is simply an 
explanation and certainly not THE explanation. 
 
What is lacking in this entire tragedy are:- (i) objective facts, (ii)objective reporters and  (iii) a 
police force with a reputation of credal- blindness when called in to insure peace after 
disturbances that may have a religious basis! Short of this; all those who would report on this 
incident-including myself, the Coptic and Muslim reporters, Ms Chetty and Drs. Hulsman- will 
be in some measure biased. Justice, to be effective, functions best in a climate of transparency 
and objectivity. In other words, the failure of presenting the facts in a way that would satisfy a 
neutral observer is the best way to perpetuate biased opinions. The least we could do at this 
stage is to recognize that we have all been biased and that the Abū Fānā  story need to be re-
examined- de novo- by an unbiased41 jury of men and women if indeed such a qualification can 
be found in a dozen people in today’s climate of inter-religious malaise.  
 
 

                                                 
41 - Jury screening is an art (based on social science) but it has-unfortunately- not been developed in our part of the world 

since the Jury system does not exist here. 


